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Interactive Exhibit Elements
FULL-MOTION ROBOTIC DRAGONS WITH 
REALISTIC MOVEMENT AND SOUND FX
European Green Dragon
White Dragon
Red Dragon
Lung Dragon
Wyvern**
Sea Serpent**

DRAGON’S PERCHES
Each dragon has a unique perch with cultural and 
geographic infographics.

HYDRA CABINET *
Multi-headed Hydra on top of large cabinet, with 
sound effects.

FAFNIR TREASURE CAVE *
Fafnir is sleepily guarding his gold treasure, be 
careful as you listen to a storytelling audio.

DRAGON RIDER VR EXPERIENCE *
Feel the wind in your hair as you hop onto your 
riding saddle for a dragon soaring experience.

DRAGON RUBBING  AND DRAWING STATIONS *
Use embossed steel plates to rub and trace your 
own very own dragons. 

DRAGON DIG SITE * 
Dig and reveal a unique dragon skeleton.

QUETZALCOATL ENVIRONMENT *
A unique look at the mythological Aztec dragon in a 
unique temple environment.

BELLOWS HATCHERY *
Interactive environment with burning forge to 
“hatch” dragon eggs.

ALCHEMIST LABORATORY *
Experience a unique look into a medievel 
alchemist’s laboratory of specimens.

INTRODUCTION TO THE LOST WORLDS * 
Engage in the unique world history behind 
dragon myths and the locations they originate 
from.

VILLAGE TOWERS * 
Large scenic towers and interactive bases 
present interesting factoids and myths 
surrounding dragons and their place in pop 
culture. 

SHADOW PUPPET THEATRE * 
Use your imagination and create your own 
dragon origin myth with sound and lighting 
effects.

DRAGON MIX AND MATCH PUZZLE * 
Find the different regions and dragons 
backstory and historical references. 

DRAGON STOP MOTION STATION (2)* 
Create your own unique stop motion movie with 
detailed dragons and fanciful backdrops.

DRAGON “SHIFTER” INTERACTIVE * 
Explore the different myths and regions 
surrounding the known dragon world.

DRAGON PHOTO OPS * 
Unique photo ops are spread throughout 
the exhibit, from a castle throne to knights 
searching for lost dragon treasure.

**With Environmental flooring that creates its 
own large scenic.

For photos and expanded info, 
visit www.stage9exhibits.com * Interactive Exhibit Element

EXHIBIT SIZE CAPABILITIES
Starting at 5,000 sq ft 

NO. OF TRUCKS 
3



Interactive Exhibit Elements
VOICE ACTING IN ANIMATION
Bill Farmer discusses how to speak like famous 
cartoon characters

KEVA CASTLE
Discusses the intricacies of model building using a 
custom made KEVA plank structure that resembles 
the castle

MR. TOAD CAR
An actual ride vehicle from Walt Disney World

ANIMATION CAMERA
A real-life vertical animation camera similar to the 
ones used at Disney Studios

LEARN TO DRAW STATIONS *
Try your hand at drawing favorite characters and 
elements of the animation world.

SCOOBY PHOTO PHOTO OP
A custom made Mystery Machine Photo Op

THE SIMPSONS PHOTO OP
A custom made photo op that resembles the living 
room of ‘The Simpsons’

KINNECT ART
Create original artwork just by the motion of your 
hands.

SPONGEBOB  PHOTO OPS
Get your photo taken next to a pineapple unde the 
sea in this fun photo op. 

STOP MOTION ANIMATION STATIONS
Create your own animated movie using state-of-the-
art technology with an intuitive interface. 

TORTOISE AND HARE DIORAMA
An actual recreation of Ray Harryhausen’s ‘Tortoise 
and The Hare’ movie scene

TRACING STATIONS
Learn to trace some of your favorite characters

VINTAGE TV STACK
A vintage television stack showing retro Saturday 
Morning Cartoons

ZOETROPE
One of the world’s largest 3D zoetropes narrated by 
renowned voice actor Bill Farmer

PRAXISCOPES
Learn about one of the earliest forms of animation

GUMBY SETS
See how various lighting schemes affect the look 
and feel of a stop motion animation set

CHUCK JONES SPINBROWSER
Study the work and technique of Chuck Jones in a 
frame-by-frame manner

ORIGINS OF AMERICAN ANIMATION
Learn about the stories and legends of the 
animation industry

ILLUMINATED WATERCOLOR WALL *
Learn about the concepts of color mixing and 
additive color in this interactive and beautiful 
display.

3D PRINTING
Learn about the uses of 3D printing in the 
stop motion animation industry and watch 
demonstrations of real-life 3D printing in action

STORYBOARDING WALL *
Organize your storyline through a sequence of 
storyboarded images.

BACKGROUNDS
See the relationship between backgrounds and 
foregrounds in this interactive demonstration

GREEN SCREEN PHOTO BOOTH
Insert yourself into an animated scene and email or 
post the result for your friends and family to see. 

PRINCIPLES OF ANIMATION RFID STATION * 
Engage in learning more about the basic principles 
of animation through this interactive.

For photos and expanded info, 
visit www.stage9exhibits.com * Interactive Exhibit Element

EXHIBIT SIZE CAPABILITIES
Starting at 5,000 sq ft

NO. OF TRUCKS 
3



BATCAVE & 1960s BATMOBILE *
Interactive recreation of the iconic 1960’s Batmobile and 
Batcave and a showcase of the various gadgets used in 
the television series

HEROES THROUGH THE DECADES *
Transport yourself back in time with four interactive 
dioramas and see how comics were viewed and 
consumed from the 1930s to modern times

POP CULTURE 
Explores pop culture’s impact on superheros

AGILITY TEST *
Test your coordination and agility by stomping out light-
up pads with your feet

REFLEX TEST *
See if you’re fast enough to keep up in this fast-paced 
activity

STRENGTH TEST *
Test your hand strength and see how you measure up

TARDIS FROM DR. WHO *
A life size replica of the TARDIS from ‘Doctor Who’

KEVA PLANK BATMOBILE BUILD STATION *
Use your imagination to built with KEVA planks

LASER LAB *
Try and solve the puzzle that uses laser beams and mist

HEROE’S TESTING CENTER *
Test your knowledge of the Hall of Heroes. Beat the 
computer at its own game to find the ultimate answers

WIND TUNNEL *
Step into the testing zone of a high-powered wind 
turbine

THERMAL CONDUCTION *
Learn how heat is transferred through various materials

SUPERMAN PHONE BOOTH * 
Engaging and eye-catching photo op

5-FINGER ROBOT * 
Control a robotic arm with five articulating fingers

HANG TIME TEST *
How long can you hang? Test your endurance and see if 
you can outlast the person next to you

JUMPING TEST * 
How high can you reach?  This interactive will tell you

SUPER HERO STOP MOTION
Create your own animated movie

VARIOUS PHOTO OPPORTUNITIES * 
Strike a pose with a life-sized statue of the Incredible 
Hulk, Ironman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Black Panther, 
and Superman.

NUMBER COMBINATION GAME *
Is your memory good enough to find the combination?  
Only time will tell!

REACTION TIME TEST *
Measure your reaction time down to fractions of a 
second to see how your measure up against others

DEFEND THE EARTH*
You’ll need all your abilities to protect the earth from a 
variety of life-threatening elements.

ELEMENTS MICROSCOPE *
Study various sensitive elements under extreme 
magnification

BALANCE TEST *
See if your sense of balance is good enough to bridge the 
gap in this test

X-RAY VISION *
See an experience the illusion of x-ray vision for yourself

SUPER SENSES *
Test your senses - vision, hearing, touch & smell and see 
how optical illusions alter your vision

COMIC VISIONARIES
Learn about the creators of comics

INTERACTIVE LEARNING AND QUIZ STATIONS *
Test your knowledge and understanding of the world of 
Super Heroes and science on interactive screens located 
throughout the exhibit.

SUPERHERO MAGNETIC PUZZLE * 
Arrange our group of superheroes to save your city 
from peril.

Interactive Exhibit Elements

For photos and expanded info, 
visit www.stage9exhibits.com * Interactive Exhibit Element

EXHIBIT SIZE CAPABILITIES
Starting at 5,000 sq ft

NO. OF TRUCKS 
3



CREATION TOWER/RFID STATIONS *
The opening area of POPnology introduces the exhibit 
through the use of RFID technology

CREATION CABINETS *
Various artifacts that showcase the different  areas of the 
exhibit

SOCIAL MEDIA PHOTO BOOTH *
Take your photo and upload it to social media

CELL PHONES DECONSTRUCTED *
A unique look into the year 1983 investigating all the items 
that smart phones have replaced over the years

HAL 9000 PHOTO OP
The A.I. from “2001: A Space Odyssey” is featured 

E.T. PHOTO OP/CLOSE ENCOUNTERS*
E.T. is here and ready for photos, and try your hand at 
speaking to extraterrestrials in this engaging activity

BAXTER THE ROBOT
Baxter the robot is the ambassador for POPnology and 
gives a look into the future of robotics

ALIEN STATUE PHOTO OP
H.R. Giger’s creation, the “Alien”, is on display in a tribute to 
one of the greatest minds in science fiction

OCULUS RIFT VR STATIONS *
Test out virtual reality in this custom made immersive 
experiences made possible by Oculus Rift

PROJECTOR GAME *
Kids can stomp, kick and slide across this interactive floor 
projection game

PIXEL PEGS *
Learn about pixel definition and the evolution of television 
graphics in this fun, hands on activity

TABLET BAND *
The future of music is... on a tablet? Create your own rock 
band and play all day!

PENTIDUCTOR *
Create lights and music using only your hands!

TIC TAC TOE ROBOT *
Can you win a game of tic tac toe against artificial 
intelligence?

CLASSIC ARCADE *
Play great games from the heydey of video arcades

FULL SIZE DELOREAN TIME MACHINE * 
Examine the creation and development of one of movie’s 
most iconic cars of the future.

AUTOPIA CAR/SELF DRIVING CAR
A look into the future of self driving cars. How do they 
work? 

3D PRINTED CAR
Is the car of the future 3D printed? A real 3D printed car is 
on display from our friends at Local Motors.

INVENTOR’S STUDIO *
A look into the mind of an inventor. With interactives and 
hidden surprises abound

MARS ROVER SIMULATOR *
Can you guide the Mars Rover around a Martian surface 
and complete missions along the way?

THE “ROBOX” *
A look into the past, present and future of robots in science 
fiction and real life robots

3 FINGER ROBOT TELEPRESENCE CHALLENGE *
Can you transfer dinosaur eggs from one nest to another 
using telepresence? Watch out for that mother dinosaur!

KEVA “CITY OF THE FUTURE” *
Build your own futuristic city using only wooden KEVA 
planks!

3D PRINTING - LIVE!
Watch a 3D printer make everyday objects before your 
eyes!

RAIL ROBOT *
Take control of a rail robot and use it to complete 
objectives

ROBOT DEXTERITY CHALLENGE *
Can you control this state of the art robot and use it to 
stack blocks and other objects?

R5D4 ASTROMECH DROIDS * 
Watch as an iconic droid roams around the exhibit space 
and interacts with guests

MARS LANDER *
Pilot a Mars Lander to gather supplies and refuel missions, 
but don’t get caught in a sandstorm.

PROJECTION MAPPED TOPOGRAPHY * 
See how togographic maps are created using the last in 3D 
projector mapping technology

NEW - Mission to Mars!

Interactive Exhibit Elements

* Interactive Exhibit Element

EXHIBIT SIZE CAPABILITIES
Starting at 6,000 sq ft 

NO. OF TRUCKS 
4



ROCK U TOWER *
The centerpiece of Rock U with percussion 
instruments surrounding its base

BRITISH INVASION CABINET *
Learn about the British Invasion and its influence on 
American music and pop culture

CAN YOU FEEL IT?/ELECTRONICA *
Try out a variety of bizarre and unusual instruments 
like a theramin or create your own jam using an 
array of tablets

HOW WE LISTEN *
See all of the different ways we’ve listened to music 
over the past 50 years

MUSIC TRIVIA
Can you answer questions about classic rock, iconic 
bands, and old school rock ‘n’ roll?

ROCK THROUGH THE DECADES *
Listen to popular music from each decade of rock 
starting at the 1950s

ICONIC ITEMS *
Check out a collection of rock memorabilia from 
some of the most memorable rock n roll artists

ROCK PHOTOGRAPHY
A collection of historic photographs from notable 
photographers

CREATE YOUR OWN ROCK POSTER *
A big hit with the younger crowds

RECORD WAVE 
A one-of-a-kind artistic sculpture created from vinyl 
records. 

FOUNDERS OF ROCK
Learn about the founders of rock and roll and their 
contributions to the genre

SURFIN’ USA 
Learn about surf rock and its impact on early 
rock genres 

YAMAHA ELECTRONIC DRUM KITS *
Try and keep a beat on state of the art electronic 
drum kits

THE BIG PIANO EXPERIENCE *
Try out our larger than life walk-on piano

ENTRY SIGN DISPLAY 
Artistic back-lit sign at the exhibit entrance 
designed to capture the imagination and 
attention of guests

ONE HIT WONDERS *
Remember those classic rock tunes created by 
mostly unknown artists of yesteryear

SONGS ABOUT PLACES *
Learn about the hidden places some rock songs 
were written about

SPEAKER WALL *
See how different types of speakers influence the 
sound of music in this interactive demonstration

GUITAR STATION *
Grab a guitar and live your inner rock star dreams

CONCERT EXPERIENCE
Showcases concerts and famous moments in 
rock concert history

DJ EXPERIENCE *
Take over the DJ booth and get the whole dance 
floor rocking! Don’t forget to add lighting effects!

BIG SPEAKER PHOTO OP 
Strike a classic rock pose in front of our big 
speakers!

TABLET BAND *
The future of music is... on a tablet? Create your 
own rock band and play all day!

Interactive Exhibit Elements

For photos and expanded info, 
visit www.stage9exhibits.com * Interactive Exhibit Element

EXHIBIT SIZE CAPABILITIES
Starting at 5,000 sq ft 

NO. OF TRUCKS 
2



ATOMIC FIREBALL CABINET* 
A larger than life “Atomic Fireball” box beckons you 
to test your candy knowledge with an interactive 
candy jingle game.

BEANBOOZLED CABINET
This case provides some insight into this interesting 
and at times, disgusting treat.

LIFE SIZE CANDYLAND GAME *
Custom made for the Sweet exhibit, the game that 
has entertained us for generations is back!

CRACKERJACK CABINET
The history of Crackerjacks is traced back to its 
humble beginnings

HOLIDAY HOUSE 
Highlights how candy is represented during various 
holidays

JELLY BELLY ART CABINET
Meticulously hand-crafted Jelly Belly mosaics

SWEETHEART PHOTO OP *
There’s room for two (or more) to have their photo 
taken in this nostalgic candy box

GONE FORGOTTEN / SOFT CANDIES CABINET *
Learn about nostalgic candies that are no longer in 
production.

PANNED CANDY CASE
Discover how various candies are made using the 
“panning” method

PERSPECTIVE CABINET *
Wimsical recreation of a vintage factory

TOOLS OF TRADE / INTERNATIONAL CANDIES *
Learn about the various tools that are used to create 
your favorite candies

CANDY CANE BLOB *
An impressive lump of unprocessed raw sugar 
before it transforming into a candy cane

TYPES OF CHOCOLATE CABINET
Differences in chocolates are showcased here, 
along with a candy “cutaway” game that tests 
guests’ candy bar knowledge.

GIANT COPPER KETTLE *
A massive copper kettle used to cook sugar and 
caramels. Accompanied by a fun and challenging 
temperature game

BARN PHOTO OP *
A photo op area that relays information on dairy 
and its role in candy making.

INGREDIENT DEMYSTIFIED
A collage of candy’s most interesting (and 
unusual) ingredients.

FRUIT/NUT CRATES *
Informative display on various fruits and nuts 
used by major candy makers.

RAINFOREST SHANTY *
A replica of a rainforest “shanty” where cocoa is 
collected and processed around the world.

ENTRY CABINET 
A colorful introduction for visitors to see when 
entering the exhibit

CANDY MOUNTAIN *
The most impressive and memorable element of 
this exhibit. Full of eye candy. 

WILLIE WONKA & CANDY POP CULTURE
In this area, we highlight the use of candy in 
popular culture.

VENDING MACHINE DISPLAYS
A large collection of antique and novelty gumball 
machines and candy vending machines on 
display for guests.

Interactive Exhibit Elements

* Interactive Exhibit Element

EXHIBIT SIZE LIMITS
Starting at 5,000 sq ft 

NO. OF TRUCKS 
2



Interactive Exhibit Elements
TOYTOPIA TOWER *
The centerpiece of Toytopia, with activities on all sides

LEGO CABINET *
Play and build with LEGOS on a large custom made LEGO 
wall

WORLD’S LARGEST ETCH A SKETCH *
The world’s largest Etch a Sketch is on display

TOYS THROUGH THE DECADES *
Learn the history of favorite toys through the decades

VIDEO GAME MUSIC *
Test your knowledge of iconic music that has been heard 
in classic video games

TIN TOYS CABINET *
The history of tin toys 

JACK IN THE BOX *
A giant jack in the box with activities on all sides

ROBOTIC ARM *
Pilot the claw to accomplish specific tasks

MULTISCALE TRAIN DISPLAY *
Showcases the different sizes of model trains

BALANCE UP * 
See if you have the coordination to lift the ball up through 
a maze of obstacles

MONOPOLY PHOTO OP 
A life size Monopoly board and Monopoly car game piece 
photo op

WHAT’S IT WORTH? & TOY GRADING *
Teaches about toy value and what makes toys worth 
more or less to collectors

TOYS ABOUT MOVIES *
Showcases movies that had games modeled after them 
and vice versa

CRAYOLA
A large Crayola crayon box on display, and shows 
“accidental toys”

LIFE SIZE DOLL HOUSE * 
Enter our life size doll house and play with the toys 
inside!

PLAY STATIONS *
Assorted hands on activities from our participating 
sponsors 

SKILL BASED TOYS *
Test your skills with these awesome skill based toys

ZOLTAR * 
Zoltar is here and he wants to tell you your future

BIG PIANO EXPERIENCE *
Just like in the movie ‘Big’, the big piano is here to 
step and stomp on

BACKYARD CORNHOLE GAME *
Play Cornhole in your own backyard!

VINTAGE ARCADE AREA *
Play classic arcade games in our arcade

BACHMAN TRAIN DISPLAY *
Build your own wooden train layout and learn how 
model train layouts are made

PINWALL *
Leave quite an impression with our 4ft x 7ft pinwall

MAZE RUNNER*
Turn a large play surface to see if you can defeat the 
maze with your eye-hand coordination

LIFE-SIZE BATTLESHIP*
Play one of your favorite classic board games, only 
this one’s lifesized!

GIANT CONNECT 4 *
Play a classic board game only on a much larger 
scale!

MEGAWIRE *
The ultimate test of patience, steadiness, and eye-
hand coordination

PIXEL PLAY *
Feed the python, Play the pieces, Pixel Pong, and 
Paint the pixels – 4 fun activities all in one!

PLAYBACK *
Can you go head to head with someone else’s 
memory?For photos and expanded info, 

visit www.stage9exhibits.com * Interactive Exhibit Element

EXHIBIT SIZE LIMITS
Starting at 5,000 sq ft 

NO. OF TRUCKS 
2



Interactive Exhibit Elements

EXHIBIT SIZE LIMITS
Starting at 5,000 sq ft  

NO. OF TRUCKS 
3

FULL-MOTION ROBOTIC DINOSAURS WITH 
REALISTIC MOVEMENT AND SOUND FX
Albertasaurus
Young Amargasaurus
Carnotaurus
Dilophosaurus
Iguanodon
Pachycephalosaurus (2)
Velociraptor (x2)
Stegasaurus
Triceratops

PANGEA PUZZLE *
Study of tectonic plate movement and the shape of 
continents before modern history

5 FINGER ROBOT EGG INCUBATOR *
Robotic arm used to rotate and turn simulated 
dinosaur eggs

DINOSAUR EGG SCANNER *
Insert a dinosaur egg into the scanner to learn 
about this fascinating pieces of history

INTERACTIVE FOSSIL VIEWING BOXES * (4)
Presentation of simulated dinosaur fossils and 
digging tools accompanied by interactive sound and 
visual demonstrations

DINOSAUR TRACING AND RUBBING 
ART STATIONS *
Use embossed steel plates to rub and trace your 
own very own dinosaur. 

INTERACTIVE 3D TOPOGRAPHY SANDBOX  * 
Simulated topographic lines are projection-mapped 
into an actual sandbox. Control the contours 
yourself.

MECHANICAL DINOSAUR MOVEMENT STUDIES 
*
Push-button demonstrations of how various 
species of dinosaurs moved and functioned in 
their daily lives. 

DINOSAUR GIZZARD *
Interactive demonstration of how the dinosaur 
digestive tract is believed to have functioned. 

MIX N MATCH DINOSAUR ART SPINNER *
Create your own dinosaur by mixing and 
matching various pieces of other dinosaurs.

DINOSAUR DIG * (2)
Use your budding archeology skills to extract 
dinosaur bones from the earth. Be careful not to 
disturb the areas around the bones. 

MIX N MATCH DINOSAUR ART SPINNER *
Create your own dinosaur by mixing and 
matching various pieces of other dinosaurs.

DINO HEAD PHOTO OP *
Find yourself in the jaws of an unfriendly 
dinosaur

TOOLS FROM THE FIELD *
Explore all the instruments needed to find and 
recover dinosaur fossils

DINO OPERATION GAME *
See if you can excavate the TRex fossil before 
you make him roar!

FIELD CAMPAIGN TENT *
Explore the inside of what a ttrue dino explorer’s 
field tent would have looked like. And hear from 
a present day paleontologist

DINOSAUR THROUGH THE AGES*
Can you place your favorite dinosaurs in the 
correct age that they thrived?

For photos and expanded info, 
visit www.stage9exhibits.com * Interactive Exhibit Element
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